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Climate policy is transforming the energy system and the building sector. Since these sectors overlap, we
need to understand how the short-term operational link between them impact their long-term develop-
ment subject to overlapping climate policies. This paper investigates how the integrated development of
the European heat and electricity system is influenced by net-zero emission neighbourhoods that com-
pensate own carbon emissions with local renewable energy. The study is made in the context of EUs
emission trading system. In our approach, we soft-link two mathematical programming models to couple
energy transition policies at the European level with the neighbourhood scale. Results suggest that zero
emission neighbourhoods make European decarbonisation more cost-efficient. When low carbon energy
technologies in neighbourhoods become competitive, investments in large-scale technologies are
reduced on the European level, including nuclear and fossil gas power and heating. Thus, early policy sup-
port to neighbourhood technologies could prevent stranded assets later in the transition. Further, results
imply that more stringent emission caps earlier could help avoiding CO2 allowance price spikes later.

� 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The European Union (EU) sets ambitious climate-neutrality tar-
gets that affect the development in the energy sector [1]. One of
the policy tools employed is the EU emissions trading system (EU
ETS) [2]: a cap-and-trade system covering around 40% of European
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, including large-scale heat and
electricity production. The EU ETS was established in 2005 as the
world’s first international ETS. The EU ETS regulates European-
wide GHG emissions by politically defining how much GHG emis-
sions can be emitted over one year by employing a cap that is
reduced over time. Based on the total cap, emission allowances
are allocated to installations that emit CO2, and these quotas can
be traded in a market.

Another policy tool to achieve climate neutrality in the EU is the
energy performance of buildings directive (EPBD) [3], which
requires that all new buildings are nearly zero energy buildings
(NZEB) [4] from 2021. An amendment of the directive is currently
being considered [5], and the new proposal strengthens the focus
on buildings to become zero-emission. Buildings account for about
40% of final energy demand and 36% of energy related CO2 emis-
sions [6]. Increased energy efficiency and the use of renewable
energy for supplying the remaining energy needs of the buildings
lead to a reduction of the GHG emission [7], which is the combina-
tion that have inspired the NZEB concept [8–11]. In an NZEB, elec-
tricity and heat usage is compensated by exporting energy from
onsite renewable energy production [12]. The definition of NZEB
varies across Europe because policy makers adapt the NZEB defini-
tion in policy initiatives, varying for example ‘closeness to zero’,
system boundaries, metric type, and weighting factors, in consider-
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Nomenclature

EMPIRE sets
G Set of possible generator types
B Set of possible storage types
R Set of possible converter types from electricity to heat
I ¼ 1;2; . . . ; If g Set of investment time periods
H ¼ 1;2; . . . ;Hf g Set of operational time periods
S Set of seasons
N Set of nodes
A � N �N Set of unidirectional interconnectors
L � A Set of bidirectional interconnectors
X Set of stochastic scenarios
GEL � G Set of possible electricity generator types
GHT � G Set of possible heat generator types
Gn #G Set of available generator types in node n 2 N
GNoReg � G Set of generator types not regulated by the emission

cap
GRamp � G Set of generator types limited by up-ramping
GRegHyd � G Set of regulated hydro generator types
GHyd � G Set of all hydro generator types
BEL � B Set of possible electricity storage types
BHT � B Set of possible heat storage types
Bn #B Set of available storage types in node n 2 N
By #B Set of storage types with dependent ratio between en-

ergy and power
Rn #R Set of available converters from electric to thermal load

in node n 2 N
Hs � H Set of operational time periods in season s 2 S

(Hs ¼ h1s ;h
2
s ; . . . ;h

Hs
s

n o
)

H�
s � Hs Set of operational time periods except the first in season

s 2 S (H�
s ¼ h2s ;h

3
s ; . . . ;h

Hs
s

n o
)

Ain
n � N �N Set of arcs flowing into node n 2 N

Aout
n � N �N Set of arcs flowing out from node n 2 N

Z Set of Zero Emission Neighbourhood types
Zn Set of Zero Emission Neighbourhood types available in

node n 2 N

EMPIRE parameters
cnodea;i Cost per unit of investing in asset a 2 G [ B [R [ Z in

period i 2 I
cstorPWb;i Cost per unit of investing in power of storage b 2 B in

period i 2 I
ctrann1 ;n2 ;i

Cost per unit of investing in bidirectional interconnec-
tion n1;n2ð Þ 2 L in period i 2 I

qgeng;i Cost per unit of operating generator type g 2 G in period
i 2 I

qCO2g;i CO2 emission factor of generator type g 2 G in period
i 2 I

qll;ELn;i Value (cost) of lost electric load in node n 2 N in period
i 2 I

qll;ELn;i Value (cost) of lost thermal load in node n 2 N in period
i 2 I

ilifea Lifetime of investment in asset a 2 G [ B [ L [ R [ Z
cg Ramping factor for generator type g 2 GRamp

gE2H
r Efficiency factor for converter r 2 R from electric to

thermal load
gtran
n1 ;n2 Efficiency factor for transmission losses along arc

n1;n2ð Þ 2 A;gtran
n1 ;n2 2 0;1ð Þ

gchrg
b Efficiency factor for charge losses with storage type

b 2 B;gchrg
b 2 0;1ð Þ

gdischrg
b Efficiency factor for discharge losses with storage type

b 2 B;gdischrg
b 2 0;1ð Þ

gbleed
b Efficiency factor for bleed losses with storage

b 2 B;gbleed
b 2 0;1ð Þ

qb Capacity ratio between charge/discharge for storage
type b 2 B

bCHPg Share of electric output per heat output from CHP gen-
erator g 2 GEL;8g R GEL \ GHT : bCHPg ¼ 1

bstorb Ratio between power and energy capacity for storage
type b 2 By #B

jb Share of installed energy capacity initially available in
storage type b 2 B in each representative time period.

qb Capacity ratio between charge/discharge for storage
type b 2 B

QCO2
i CO2 emission cap for all generators (except g 2 GNoReg)

in period i 2 I
�xnodea;n;i Initial capacity of nodal asset a 2 Gn [ Bn [Rn in node

n 2 N in period i 2 I
�xstorPWb;n;i Initial capacity of power of storage b 2 Bn in node n 2 N

and period i 2 I
�xtrann1 ;n2 ;i

Initial capacity of bidirectional interconnection
n1;n2ð Þ 2 L in period i 2 I

�Xnode
a;n;i Max investments in nodal asset a 2 Gn [ Bn [Rn [ Zn in

node n 2 N and period i 2 I
�XstorPW
b;n;i Max investments in power of storage b 2 Bn in node

n 2 N and period i 2 I
Xtran
n1 ;n2 ;i

Max investments in bidirectional interconnection
n1;n2ð Þ 2 L in period i 2 I

�Vnode
a;n;i Max installed capacity of asset a 2 Gn [ Bn [Rn [ Zn in

node n 2 N and period i 2 I
�VstorPW
b;n;i Max installed capacity of storage of power b 2 Bn in

node n 2 N and period i 2 I
V tran
n1 ;n2 ;i

Max installed capacity of bidirectional interconnection
n1;n2ð Þ 2 L in period i 2 I

px Probability of scenario x 2 X
ngeng;n;h;i;x Availability of generator type g 2 Gn in node n 2 N in

period h 2 H; i 2 I and scenario x 2 X
nloadn;h;i;x Electric demand in node n 2 N in period h 2 H; i 2 I

and scenario x 2 X
nload;HTn;h;i;x Heat demand in node n 2 N in period h 2 H; i 2 I and

scenario x 2 X
nRegHydLimn;s;i;x Max output from regulated hydro in node n 2 N in

s 2 S; i 2 I and x 2 X
nHydLimn Max expected annual output from total hydro in node

n 2 N
nZEN;ELz;n;h;i;x Availability of electricity supply from Zero Emission

Neighbourhood type z 2 Zn in node n 2 N in period
h 2 H; i 2 I and scenario x 2 X

nZEN;HTz;n;h;i;x Availability of heat supply from Zero Emission Neigh-
bourhood type z 2 Zn in node n 2 N in period
h 2 H; i 2 I and scenario x 2 X

EMPIRE variables
xnodea;n;i Capacity investments in nodal asset

a 2 Gn [ Bn [ Rn [ Zn in node n 2 N in period i 2 I
xstorPWb;n;i Capacity investments in power of storage b 2 Bn in node

n 2 N in period i 2 I
xtrann1 ;n2 ;i

Capacity investments in bidirectional interconnection
n1;n2ð Þ 2 L in period i 2 I

vnode
a;n;i Existing capacity of asset a 2 Gn [ Bn [Rn [ Zn in node

n 2 N in period i 2 I
vstorPW
b;n;i Existing capacity of power of storage b 2 Bn in node

n 2 N in period i 2 I
v tran
n1 ;n2 ;i

Existing capacity of bidirectional interconnection
n1;n2ð Þ 2 L in period i 2 I
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ygeng;n;h;i;x Output from generator type g 2 Gn in node n 2 N in per-
iod h 2 H; i 2 I and scenario x 2 X

yZEN;ELz;n;h;i;x Net electricity supply from neighbourhood type z 2 Zn

in node n 2 N in period h 2 H; i 2 I and scenario x 2 X
yZEN;HT
z;n;h;i;x Net heat supply from neighbourhood type z 2 Zn in

node n 2 N in period h 2 H; i 2 I and scenario x 2 X
ytrann1 ;n2 ;h;i;x

Power flow from node n1 2 N to n2 2 N in period
h 2 H; i 2 I and scenario x 2 X; n1;n2ð Þ 2 A

ychrgb;n;h;i;x; y
dischrg
b;n;h;i;x Charging/discharging of storage type b 2 Bn in
node n 2 N in period h 2 H; i 2 I and scenario x 2 X

wstor
b;n;h;i;x Energy content of storage type b 2 Bn in node n 2 N in

period h 2 H; i 2 I and scenario x 2 X
yE2Hr;n;h;i;x Conversion of electric to heat by converter type r 2 Rn

in node n 2 N in period h 2 H; i 2 I and scenario x 2 X
yll;ELn;h;i;x Electric load shed in node n 2 N in period h 2 H; i 2 I

and scenario x 2 X
yll;HTn;h;i;x Heat load shed in node n 2 N in period h 2 H; i 2 I and

scenario x 2 X

ZENIT sets
t Tð Þ Timestep in hour within year, 2 0;8759½ �
j Kð Þ Cluster representative (centroid)
tj T jð Þ Timestep within cluster j;2 0;23½ �
b Bð Þ Building or building type
i Ið Þ Energy technology, I ¼ F [ E [ HST [ EST ; I ¼ Q [ G
f Fð Þ Technology consuming fuel (gas, biomass, etc.)
e Eð Þ Technology consuming electricity
hst HSTð Þ Heat storage technology
est ESTð Þ Electricity storage technology
q Qð Þ Technologies producing heat
g Gð Þ Technologies producing electricity

ZENIT parameters
aCHP Heat-to-electricity ratio of the CHP
ai Part load limit as ratio of installed capacity
_QMaxPipe
b1 ;b2

Maximum heat flow in the heating grid pipe going from
b2 to b1 [kWh]

_Qmax
st Maximum charge/discharge rate of est/hst [kWh/h]

gest ;ghst Efficiency of charge and discharge
ginv Efficiency of the inverter
gi Efficiency of i
/CO2 ;f CO2 factor of fuel type f [g/kWh]
/CO2 ;e
t CO2 factor of electricity at t [g/kWh]

rj Number of occurrences of cluster j in the year
etotr;D Discount factor for the duration of the study D with dis-

count rate r
BDHW
q Binary parameter stating whether q can produce DHW

CHG Cost of investing in the heating grid [€]
Cmaint
i;b Annual maintenance cost of i in b [€/kWh]

Cvar;disci;b ;Cfix;disc
i;b Variable/Fixed investment cost of i in b discounted
to the beginning of the study including potential re-
investments and salvage value [€/kWh]/[€]

Csl Cost of external carbon offsetting [€/gCO2]
COPhp;b;t Coefficient of performance of heat pump hp
Eb;t Electric load of b at t [kWh]

Gstc Irradiance in standard test conditions: 1000W=m2

GC Size of the neighborhood grid connection [kW]
HSH

b;t ;H
DHW
b;t Heat (Space Heating/Domestic Hot Water) load of b at

t [kWh]
IRRtilt

t Total irradiance on a tilted plane [W=m2]
M ‘‘Big M”, taking a large value
Pgrid Electricity grid tariff [€/kWh]
Pinput;max
hp;b;t Maximum Power consumption of hp at t based on man-

ufacturer data and output temperature
Pret Retailer tariff on electricity [€/kWh]
Pfuel
f Price of fuel of g [€/kWh]

Pspot
t Spot price of electricity at t [€/kWh]

QHGloss
b1 ;b2 Heat loss in the heating grid in the pipe going from b2 to

b1
Tcoef Temperature coefficient
Tnoct Normal operating cell temperature [�C]
Tstc Ambient temperature in standard test conditions [�C]
Tt Ambient temperature at t [�C]
Xmax
i Maximum investment in i [kW]

Xmin
i Minimum investment in i [kW]

ZENIT variables
xi;b;t Maximum production from i [kWh]
bHG Binary for the investment in the Heating Grid
bi;b Binary for the investment in i in b
de;t;b Electricity consumed by e in b at t [kWh]
esl Emission compensated via external carbon offsetting

[gCO2]
f f ;t;b Fuel consumed by f in b at t [kWh]
gcurtt;b Solar energy production curtailed [kWh]
gdump
g;t;b Electricity generated but dumped by g at t [kWh]

gg;t;b Electricity generated by g at t [kWh]
gcht;g;b Electricity generated by g used to charge the ‘prod’ bat-

teries at t [kWh]
gselfct;g;b Electricity generated by g self consumed in the neigh-

borhood at t [kWh]
oi;t;b Binary controlling if i in b is on or off at t
qcht;st;b; q

dch
t;st;b Energy charged/discharged from the neighborhood to

the storage at t [kWh]
qdump
t;b Heat dumped at t in b [kWh]

qHGtransferb1 ;b2 ;t
Heat transferred via the heating grid from b1 to b2 at t
[kWh]

qHGusedb;t Heat taken from the heating grid by b at t [kWh]
qq;t;b Heat generated by q in b at t [kWh]
vstor
t;st;b Level of the storage st in building b at t [kWh]

xi;b Capacity of i in b
ycht;est;b Electricity charged from on-site production to est at t

[kWh]
ydcht;est;b Electricity discharged from est to the neighborhood at t

[kWh]
yexpt;est;b Electricity exported from the est to the grid at t [kWh]
yimp
t;est;b Electricity imported from the grid to est at t [kWh]

yexpt;g;b Electricity exported by g to the grid at t [kWh]
yimp
t ; yexpt Electricity imported from the grid to the neighborhood/-

exported at t [kWh]
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ation of climatic conditions and resource availability [9]. There are
also ongoing initiatives to expand the system boundary to an area
level (see e.g. [13]), but these are not currently part of EU
legislation.

European large-scale electricity and heat production is subject
to the EU ETS, while the European building sector is subject to an
increasing adoption of NZEB concepts centred around GHG emis-
3

sions [14]. Also, there is an ongoing debate to extend the reach
of the EU ETS to the buildings and transport sectors [15]. Because
buildings traditionally use electricity and heat from the national
infrastructure, there is an overlap between the EU ETS and other
policies. Hence, an efficient interaction of policies regulating differ-
ent sectors is vital for an efficient transformation [16,17]. There is a
need to better understand how international and local climate
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policies interact, and it is unclear how the coexistence of the EU
ETS and NZEB developments impact investment decisions on the
transition towards climate neutrality by 2050. As we show in the
following section, literature lacks research exploring the interac-
tion between climate ambitions at different scales, specifically
the link between the European electricity and heat system and
neighbourhood energy systems. In this paper, we study the inter-
action between the EU ETS and Zero Emission Neighbourhoods
(ZEN) [18] (see Section 2.3), and we address the following research
questions:

� How are investment decisions in ZEN impacted when the sur-
rounding electricity and heat system develops in line with
planned emission reductions?

� How are investment decisions in the large-scale electricity and
heat system, subject to the planned development of the EU ETS,
impacted by ZEN?

Because it is practically impossible for one model to consider every-
thing with high detail, researchers often employ linking of models
to capture complex interactions [19–21]. Since we are dealing with
spatially different scales, one model is used for the long-term
nationally aggregated European electricity and heat system subject
to the EU ETS, which is soft-linked it to a neighbourhood energy sys-
tem model representing the ZEN concept via investment decisions
that compensates operational GHG emissions. This novel method-
ological framework is based on our report from 2021 [22] which
expands our preliminary study from 2018 [23]. We contribute to
the existing literature in two parts:

� First, we quantify how investments towards ZEN is affected
when the EU ETS drives decarbonisation of the European elec-
tricity and heat sector.

� Second, we quantify how the development of ZENs across Eur-
ope affects investments in the European electricity and heat
sector subject to the EU ETS.

The remaining parts of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
presents related research on climate policy strategies at the Euro-
pean level and at the neighbourhood level, and further highlights
the contribution of this paper. Section 3 presents the mathematical
models used in our case study, while Section 4 presents results from
our case study. Section 5 discusses our assumptions, results, and
limitations, before Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Background

2.1. European climate policy and the EU ETS

The question of how to best politically mitigate climate change
has been studied for decades, e.g., by [24] on the balance between
regulating prices (carbon tax) versus quantities (carbon cap).
Although it is considered the cornerstone of EU climate policy,
the EU ETS coexists with a mix of both quantity and price based cli-
mate policies, e.g., feed-in tariffs [25]. [26] argues that national
policies limiting fossil fuel use subject to the EU ETS does not
reduce GHG emissions; however, national climate policies are still
effective if they improve the implementation of the EU ETS, correct
for market failures, and/or serve other policy objectives than emis-
sion reduction. [27] make similar arguments for the coexistence of
the EU ETS and support schemes for renewable energy, and [28]
argue that renewable energy support schemes could facilitate
political bargaining for a more stringent EU ETS cap. The EU ETS
has recently been strengthened with the implementation of a mar-
4

ket stability reserve which will increase the linear reduction factor
of the EU ETS cap from 1:74% to 2:2% [29].

2.2. Capacity expansion modelling for policy analysis

Impacts of climate policy on the future energy mix are com-
monly explored using capacity expansion models, assuming cli-
mate targets are achieved for different future scenarios [30].
With high shares of variable renewable energy sources (VRES),
energy system capacity expansion models need to represent
short-term load variations [31,32]. [33] study the transition path-
way for the European power system to meet its climate targets
subject to an emission cap representing the EU ETS, and they
assume perfect information and perfect foresight. Previous
research shows that stochastic capacity expansion models are
needed to avoid capacity inadequacy in future power systems,
because perfect foresight will underestimate the capacity expan-
sion of dispatchable generation [34] and VRES [35]. Further, capac-
ity expansion models are increasingly considering power-to-heat
flexibility [36,37]. In this paper, we use the EMPIRE model [38]
because it is a stochastic capacity expansion model for the Euro-
pean electricity and heat system that allows the consideration of
power-to-heat flexibility, which is a crucial feature to consider
European building stocks and neighbourhoods.

There exists several models and studies exploring the design of
energy systems in buildings [39] and microgrids [40] towards eco-
nomical and/or environmental objectives and policy targets. [41]
reviewmodelling tools to analyse hybrid energy systems, and none
of the tools reviewed focus on the explicit fulfilment of criteria
related to the concept of NZEB. [42] develop a model for a multi-
energy system in a neighbourhood including seasonal storage,
and they use the model in a case study of a neighbourhood in
Switzerland. Although they consider optimization of carbon emis-
sions, [42] do not optimise the design of NZEB or ZEN. [43] study
the cost optimal design of NZEBs, and they find that the results
depend significantly on heating and cooling systems, and energy
prices.

2.3. Zero Emission Neighbourhoods—definition and modelling

A Zero Emission Neighbourhood (ZEN) is defined by [18] as a
group of interconnected buildings and distributed energy
resources within a confined geographical area. The neighbourhood
becomes ZEN by reducing and compensating direct and indirect
GHG emissions over its life cycle, for example by producing surplus
renewable electricity and heat. Note that the energy resources that
compensate GHG emissions in ZEN needs to be physically located
within the confined neighbourhood area. Also note that the ZEN
concept only entails GHG emissions, and it does not explicitly con-
sider other forms of emissions. [44] develop a life cycle assesment
model for the GHG emissions related to a neighbourhood by cate-
gorising the neighbourhood into five physical elements: Buildings,
mobility, open spaces, networks, and on-site energy infrastructure.
Reducing direct and indirect GHG emissions towards zero in the
ZEN requires on-site renewable energy production, but the ZEN
also aims towards high energy efficiency and sustainable transport
to reduce GHG emissions. The ZEN concept is also linked to energy
communities [45] and net-zero energy districts [46].

[14] review 144 papers related to ZEN and similar concepts, and
they find that there is a need for a clear and concise definition of a
Zero Emission Neighbourhood. Although [18] provide a ZEN defini-
tion, the concept is still under development regarding system
boundaries, stakeholders, and demarcations. In this study, we
define ZEN as a neighbourhood where all produced or imported
GHG emissions related to energy use are compensated by surplus
renewable energy. The surplus renewable energy is assumed to
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replace GHG emissions elsewhere, and hence the neighbourhood
is, arguably, contributing to zero (energy-related) emissions.

In pursuit of the ZEN ambition as used in this study, information
about the surrounding electricity system is key to quantify
imported GHG emissions from electricity [47,48]. The cost-
optimal ZEN solutions depend on the price and carbon intensity
of surrounding electricity and heat systems [49]: the higher the
CO2 emissions in the surrounding energy system, the higher the
value of renewable energy generated within neighbourhoods. In
this paper, we use the ZENIT model [47,48] because it considers
the cost optimal capacity expansion of a neighbourhood electricity
and heat system subject to the achievement of the ZEN ambition.
2.4. Research gaps

Soft-linking of capacity expansion problems is applied to couple
power systemmodels and energy systemmodels, e.g., by [19], [20],
and [50]. However, integrating optimisation on the aggregate scale
with optimisation on the local scale is to our knowledge less inves-
tigated and only done by [51], who build on the framework by [52].
[51] soft-link a power dispatch model with a household model to
investigate how local investment decisions of photovoltaics (PVs)
and batteries in households are affected by electricity market feed-
back. In this paper, we widen the scope of a single household to a
whole neighbourhood.

Further, few studies consider how the NZEB concept impacts
the development of the surrounding energy system. [53] explore
how NZEBs impact the Scandinavian energy system. They find that
the introduction of NZEBs substitute electricity production from
wind, non-flexible hydropower, and combined heat and power
(CHP). To the authors’ knowledge, no prior research explores the
bidirectional link between the EU ETS and the concept of zero
emission targets at the local level. Therefore, the remainder of this
paper contributes to cover this research gap by investigating the
path towards European policy targets and the impact of including
ZEN in the energy system decarbonization strategy.
3. Methods

3.1. The EMPIRE model

EMPIRE (European Model for Power system Investment with
(high shares of) Renewable Energy) is a stochastic linear program
minimising investment and operational costs for the European
heat and electricity system. The EU ETS is represented in the model
as a cap on emissions for each investment period. Investment deci-
sions are modelled in 5-year periods from today until 2060. This
section presents an overview of the model, and a more detailed
description can be found in Appendix A. An open version of EMPIRE
can be downloaded from [54], and its mathematical formulation as
used in this paper is based on [38].

EMPIRE represents short-term operational constraints. The
European system is represented as a network, where nodes repre-
sent country-wide energy markets and arcs represent international
transmission. Operations are modelled in representative weeks
with hourly resolution within each investment period. Several
independent representative weeks are modelled in stochastic sce-
narios to represent uncertainty related to hourly electricity and
heat load and hourly VRES availability.

Electricity and building heat markets are explicitly modelled in
each node with four representative weeks and hourly operations
for winter, spring, summer, and autumn. Each representative week
has unique realisations in three stochastic scenarios. EMPIRE
endogenously decides whether to supply building heat demand
5

from the electricity market or directly through other energy
carriers.

The input to EMPIRE consists of costs, existing capacities, and
technological characteristics representing different technologies
producing and storing electricity and building heat. Input also
includes costs and existing capacities of international transmis-
sion. The output from EMPIRE describes the optimal long-term
energy system expansion plan and quantifies the total system costs
of supplying heat and electricity. Results include technology
investments that satisfy hourly market clearings and EU-wide cli-
mate targets.

3.2. The ZENIT model

The ZENIT (Zero Emission Neighbourhood Investment Tool) is
an optimisation model that minimises the energy system
investment- and operational costs (with a socio-economic perspec-
tive) for a given neighbourhood allowing it to reach zero-emission
status during its lifetime. This section describes the model’s com-
ponents, and a more detailed model description, including the
mathematical formulations, can be found in Appendix B or [48].

The objective function considers investment in several tech-
nologies both at the building and at the neighbourhood level, in
which case a heating grid is also necessary, and also considers
the system’s cost-optimal operation.

To be considered a ZEN, the neighbourhoods need to have net-
zero emissions in their lifetime. In the framework used by the ZEN
research center, several ambition levels exist. They correspond to
the different phases of the lifetime of the neighborhood. It ranges
from only considering direct emissions from the operation phase
of the neighborhood to the entire lifecycle emissions. Moreover,
only greenhouse gas emissions are considered in this study. As this
paper focuses on the link between the local policy of the ZEN and
the European policy of the EU ETS, we only consider the emissions
from the operational phase to keep consistency between the scope
of the policies we link. In addition, the framework used assumes
that the electricity exports from renewable sources in the neigh-
bourhood reduce the emissions in the bidding zone by replacing
some of the more carbon-intensive power generation. Therefore,
from the neighbourhood perspective, such local electricity export
is counted as compensations (or negative emissions) in the net
emission calculation. By this definition, one could model non-
efficient buildings and invest sufficiently in local generation to
obtain a zero emission neighborhood. However, in this study we
assume new and energy efficient buildings.

We only consider technologies applicable inside the boundary
of the neighborhood, and as such, technologies such as wind tur-
bines and nuclear plants are not represented in ZENIT. We include
technologies based on data availability, and Appendix C presents
the technologies included and their corresponding data.

When it comes to the operation of the neighbourhood, we con-
sider the same hourly time steps as in EMPIRE: three scenarios of
one week per season and two peak days. Load balances for electric-
ity, domestic hot water (DHW) and space heating (SH) are consid-
ered separately. The heat produced at the central heating plant is
distributed to the buildings through a heating grid, considering
temperature losses.

For most technologies, the amount of fuel used for generating
heat or electricity is based on their conversion efficiency. A solar
availability factor describes the solar technologies’ available output
(solar thermal collectors and PV panels). For heat pumps, an hourly
coefficient of performance (COP) describes conversion from elec-
tricity to heat dependent on the outdoor temperature. Technolo-
gies at the neighbourhood level are placed in a central plant and
use the heating grid to deliver heat to each building. Technology
prices are different depending on the building type (apartment-



Fig. 1. Flow chart of the soft linkage and transferred data.
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complex or single-family house). Heat and electric energy storage
are modelled with their charge and discharge efficiencies and only
consider the storage’s daily operation.
3.3. Linking the models

Fig. 1 presents the way the study is conducted and the linking of
the two models. First, we use the EMPIRE model [38] to find a tran-
sition pathway for the European heat and electricity system with
least total costs while respecting the decreasing EU ETS cap
towards 2060 in line with [55]. The results allow computation of
future emission factors; the future spot price of electricity as the
dual of the market clearing constraint; and the price of allowances
as the dual of the European emission constraint. Then, the price
(EUR MWh�1) and emission factor (g CO2e kWh�1) for electricity
from EMPIRE are used as input to the neighbourhood energy sys-
tem model ZENIT [48]. Further, ZENIT finds the least cost heat
and electricity system of representative neighbourhoods in differ-
ent European countries at different future periods, ensuring that
the annual operational emission balance of the neighbourhood is
strictly zero. In this study, 24 nodes representing 20 European
countries and three future periods (2030, 2040, and 2050) are
considered.

The result from ZENIT (corresponding to different neighbor-
hood’s energy systems in the countries considered) is provided to
EMPIRE as a ‘ZEN investment option’ with associated costs and
operational patterns. Neighbourhoods in EMPIRE are equivalent
to a package of electricity generation, building heat generation,
and conversion of electricity to heat. Thus, the ‘ZEN investment
option’ in EMPIRE consists of the neighbourhood’s entire technol-
ogy portfolio consisting of several ZEN assets. We further assume
that the ZEN assets’ hourly operations are preserved as a net sup-
ply of electricity and heat in EMPIRE, which means that we con-
sider the investment cost of neighbourhoods in EMPIRE to
include both capital costs and all operation and maintenance costs,
including fuel costs. Lastly, EMPIRE is solved again with the option
to develop ZEN as a part of the overall European decarbonisation
strategy. Note that there are endogenous decisions in EMPIRE on
how many ZENs to develop in each country, and the endogenous
ZEN investments are scaled linearly in EMPIRE subject to the
investment costs estimated by ZENIT. EMPIRE only considers the
possibility to invest in ZENs in the three periods considered in
ZENIT (2030, 2040, 2050).
1 Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Switzerland, Germany, France, Great Britain, Croatia,
Hungary, Ireland, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Slovenia, and Slovakia.

2 https://klimaservicesenter.no/observations/
3 https://doi.org/10.25832/weather_data/2019–04-09
4 https://ec.europa.eu/energy/eu-buildings-database_en
3.4. Input data

An overview of the input data used in this study can be found in
Appendix C and Appendix D. The costs, efficiencies and other tech-
nical data in ZENIT are obtained from the Danish Energy Agency
and can partly be found in [48]. For EMPIRE, technical data are also
from the Danish Energy Agency for building heating options and
from the PRIMES model [56] for the electricity generation options.
More details can be found in [38]. Note that data presented by [56]
have been updated for the PRIMES model with the EU reference
6

scenario 2020 [57]; however, technology costs are similar, and
we follow [56] in this study.

Emission intensities for heat and electricity production for sta-
tionary combustion are estimated according to the 2006 IPCC
guidelines for national greenhouse gas inventories [58]. The result-
ing CO2 emissions are scaled endogenously in EMPIRE and ZENIT
according to operations depending on fuel efficiencies.

The baseline scenario for the future European heat and electric-
ity system is calculated by solving EMPIRE, assuming a growth in
European electricity demand towards 2060 based on the EU refer-
ence scenario 2016 [59]. We do not update demand growth accord-
ing to the EU reference scenario 2020 [57] as the gross electricity
demand in Europe by 2050 is significantly reduced in the EU refer-
ence scenario 2020 compared to 2016, and we therefore consider
the projections from the EU reference scenario 2016 to be more
in line with recent electricity demand projections, e.g., the TYNDP
2022 by ENTSO-E [60]. We assume an unchanged net annual heat
demand for the entire horizon as we assume increased energy effi-
ciency and climate change causing lower heat demand is counter-
acted with growth in building mass and lacking renovations [61].
Note that the assumption of unchanged net annual heat demand
towards 2050 does not consider efficiency gains from heat pumps
as this is an endogenous decision in EMPIRE. Nevertheless, this
assumption is conservative compared to the heat demand pro-
jected by other studies [57,59,62]; however, only 0:4–1:2% of the
European building stock is currently renovated each year, and
85% of the renovations are considered minor [61]. We do not con-
sider cooling in our study.

Load profiles in EMPIRE are provided with an hourly resolution
for nationally aggregated heat and electricity demand within rep-
resentative weeks. Electricity load profiles are scaled historical
data for European countries from the ENTSO-E Transparency plat-
form [63]. Building heat load profiles are gathered from two
sources. The first source is the When2Heat project [64], where
the aggregated total building heat load profiles are used for 16
European countries1 from the year 2016. The second source is the
load profile generation tool presented in [65], where the input is
hourly temperatures and total square meters per building type,
and the output is hourly building heat demand. For heat pumps,
hourly COP values are calculated based on a polynomial fit of man-
ufacturer’s data and the difference between the supply and the
source temperature. We have used temperatures from the year
2016 from Norsk Klimaservicesenter2 for Norway and Open Power
System Weather Data3 for Finland, Sweden, and Denmark. Building
area estimations are according to the EU building observatory4 and
the Norwegian Energy Regulator [66]. Due to a lack of data, EMPIRE
does not consider building heat demand (and thereby no ZEN
options) in Spain, Portugal, Italy, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia, North
Macedonia, or Greece; however, electricity demand is still repre-
sented in those countries.
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We further assume that the European heat and electricity sys-
tem respects a decreasing emission cap according to the European
Commission’s vision for the power sector [55]. Like the EU ETS, we
only account for operational CO2 emissions, and we do not assume
CO2 emissions from any renewable energy sources, including bio-
mass. As the EU ETS only covers large-scale installations, emissions
from small-scale non-electric heat boilers are not part of the
EMPIRE emission cap, and we assume no exogenous CO2 price.
To focus on the impact of ZENs in the European electricity and heat
system, we do not consider the option of carbon capture and stor-
age or the production and use of hydrogen.

In ZENIT, the neighbourhood unit for an energy system covers
250;000 m2 of ground floor area representing 100;000 m2 of
heated floor area. The floor area and share of each building type
are based on the building mix of Oslo. The composition of the
building mix and their ground area were obtained using GIS data
from Oslo. In this case, we consider seven types of buildings:
houses (split into two blocks), apartments (split into two blocks),
offices, shops, kindergartens, schools, and nursing homes. The load
time series of these buildings were obtained from [67,68] using
ambient temperatures of the geographical location in question.
We assume a lifetime of 60 years for the neighbourhood and a dis-
count rate of 4%. The effect of climate change on temperatures and
loads are not considered in this study.

All time series correspond to the climatic year 2016. The time
series for ambient temperature were gathered frommeasuring sta-
tions for Norway and from the Open Power System Data (OPSD)
Project for other countries. The solar irradiances also come from
the OPSD project. The electricity spot prices and CO2 allowance
prices used in ZENIT are outputs from EMPIRE. The hourly average
emission factors of electricity are computed based on the EMPIRE
results, namely the generation per type of generator in each node
and the transmission between nodes using the multi-regional
input–output methodology of [69]. Those elements: temperature
profiles (and in turn load profiles), irradiance, electricity prices
and emissions factors, are what constitute the differentiation
between the different countries and lead to differences in ZEN
designs. All other assumptions, including technology costs, are
identical between countries in ZENIT runs.

3.5. Computations

EMPIRE is implemented in Python and solved using the interior
point method with the FICO Xpress Solver 64bit v8.8.3. EMPIRE is
solved on a server with a 2x 3.5 GHz Intel Xeon Gold 6144 CPU -
Fig. 2. Yearly average of the CO2 factor of electricity (left) and of the spot price (right)
colour-coded based on their latitude.
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8 core, with 384 Gb of RAM. The first EMPIRE run without ZENs
solves in 12;262 s, and the latter EMPIRE run with ZENs solves in
14;980 s.

ZENIT is implemented in Python and solved using Gurobi. ZENIT
is solved on a server with a 12 core, 24 threads intel Core i9-9920X
at 3.5 GHz with 128 GB of RAM. One ZENIT run takes approxi-
mately 1;260 s, and it is solved for 25 European price zones and
three future investment periods.
4. Results

4.1. Future net-zero emission neighbourhood development

Fig. 2 presents the evolution of the annual averages of the
prospective hourly spot prices and emission factors for electricity
from EMPIRE without ZENs. Due to investments in renewable
sources and less generation by fossil sources, the carbon emission
intensity of electricity decreases to reach values close to zero after
2040, driven by the cap reduction, and the average spot prices
increase by about EUR 30 MWh2 between 2020 and 2060.

Fig. 3 presents the optimal ZEN energy system designs. The
designs vary in time and between regions due to changes in the
technologies’ cost and the evolution of external factors, such as
the spot price, the carbon emission intensity of electricity, and
temperatures that affect energy demand. In 2030 and 2040, the
neighbourhoods’ energy systems rely heavily on PV panels to reach
net-zero emissions (Fig. 3), but the roof area limits the size of this
investment in most cases. The contribution of PV panels in reach-
ing the net-zero emissions varies considerably based on latitude,
and other technologies are also needed. The heat is provided by a
combination of several technologies, in particular, heat pumps,
solar thermal, and biomass, at both building level and neighbour-
hood level (marked with * in Fig. 3). Investments in heat storage
are also significant and enable neighbourhoods to take advantage
of variations in the spot price and the carbon emission intensity
of electricity. In 2050, bio-based solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) and
batteries become prominent, primarily because of their assumed
cost reduction [70].

The main information needed to calculate the European-scale
optimal deployment strategy of ZENs in EMPIRE is their discounted
investment costs and the energy generation time series as sum-
marised in Fig. 4. The costs of the neighbourhoods are generally
lower at lower latitudes, which could be explained by the
increased contribution of PV panels to the net-zero emission
in the countries considered in ZENIT from the results of EMPIRE. The countries are



Fig. 3. Box plot of technology investments in the ZEN energy systems for all the considered countries in the three periods. Each box represents the variation in investment
between the countries considered. The technologies at the neighbourhood level are marked as *. . .*. The other technologies are at the building level. In addition, the following
technologies are not chosen: electric radiators, electric boilers, wood log stove, biogas CHP, biomethane boiler, gas boiler, *wood pellets CHP*, *wood pellets HOP*, *wood
chips HOP*. The storage technologies unit is kWh and the production technologies unit is kW.

Fig. 4. Total discounted cost for each country in each period (left) and annual electricity and heat production from the ZEN (right) by country and period.
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requirement in the south and lower heat demands. The costs of the
neighbourhoods’ energy systems are reduced by 20% on average
between 2030 and 2050. The investment in SOFC leads to high
electricity generation from neighbourhoods, particularly in the
middle of Europe.
4.2. Energy system transformation with net-zero emission
neighbourhoods

The second EMPIRE run is identical to the first, but also includes
ZEN as a capacity expansion option designed for 2030, 2040, and
2050 in the 20 countries considered in ZENIT (Fig. 2 and 4).
Although the ZEN option is available in all investment periods after
2030, most ZENs are developed with the 2050 design, which is not
8

available before the sixth investment period in EMPIRE. The delay
of ZEN deployment happens mainly because the ZEN options are
less costly in 2050 (Fig. 4) and and because the European emission
cap in EMPIRE increasingly limits high-carbon technology options
towards 2060.

Fig. 5 illustrates electricity production for Europe as a whole
with and without the ZEN option. In both cases, more than 50%
of European electricity is generated via VRES after 2040. Onshore
wind dominates electricity production towards 2060, followed by
solar PV. This result is driven by wind and solar being the most
cost-competitive options without regulated CO2 emissions, despite
their generation variability. In EMPIRE with ZENs (Fig. 5b), there is
decreased generation by regular solar PV and bio-based heat and
electricity compared to the run without ZENs (Fig. 5a); however,
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there is a net increase in electricity generation from these sources
because they are part of the ZENs (Fig. 3). Electricity from ZENs
replaces electricity from nuclear (�17%) and wind (�2%) com-
pared to the run without ZENs. Some electricity production by fos-
sil gas is also replaced by ZENs (�4%), while waste-based CHP
production is increased when ZENs are introduced (þ7%). ZENs
produce on average 12% of European electricity by 2060 in EMPIRE
with ZENs.

Fig. 6 illustrates building heating sources for Europe with and
without ZENs. For both cases, building heat is increasingly electric
towards 2060. The introduction of ZENs causes a net increase in
electric heating (Fig. 6), but because of the use of additional effi-
cient heat pumps in ZENs (water-water heat pumps, see Fig. 3),
total electricity production in EMPIRE remains the same as in the
run without ZENs. The reason why ZENs have more efficient heat
pumps is because the technology overlap between ZENIT and
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EMPIRE is not complete. Heat pumps in ZENIT can be partly or
completely powered by local electricity within ZENs. Note that
heat pumps in EMPIRE are still considered to be an aggregate rep-
resentation of many smaller heat pumps within each country, but
always powered by the national electricity mix. For both cases, the
dominating building heat technology in EMPIRE becomes air-
sourced heat pumps powered by electricity, accompanied by bio-
based heating. Although ZENs contain bio-based heating, there is
a net decrease in bio-based heating in EMPIRE with ZENs. Fossil
sourced heating remains cost-competitive towards 2060, and
because we assume its CO2 emissions are not regulated or taxed,
18% of heating is provided by small-scale fossil gas boilers in
2060 in the run without ZENs (Fig. 6a). The ZENs replace some fos-
sil heating, resulting in 13% fossil gas heating in 2060 (Fig. 6b). The
ZENs allow more waste-sourced heating (þ6%) within the same
emission constraints as the run without ZENs (Fig. 6). ZENs pro-
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duce on average 9% of European building heating by 2060 in
EMPIRE with ZENs.

Transmission expansion between European countries in
EMPIRE is not affected by ZENs in our case study, likely because
nearly all transmission expansion happens before ZENs are devel-
oped. Note that ZENs not affecting transmission expansion is a
result rather than an assumption in our study. Part of the
lithium-ion batteries are moved inside the ZENs, reducing the
amount of grid-scale batteries in EMPIRE by 21%, but the total
amount of lithium-ion batteries in the system remain similar.
Interestingly, the largest decrease in capacity expansion of
lithium-ion batteries caused by ZENs is in Italy, which is one of
the countries without ZEN options. Italy does not have ZEN options
because we do not consider building heat demand in Italy due to
lacking data. When ZENs are developed in neighbouring countries,
Italy reduces its investments in solar PV (�11%) and lithium-ion
batteries (�16%) because it imports surplus electricity from neigh-
bouring countries with ZENs instead.

The impact of ZENs on expected European CO2 emissions is
illustrated in Fig. 7, along with the endogenous cost in EMPIRE of
respecting the emission cap, i.e., the shadow value of the emission
constraint in EMPIRE. Note that this is the cost of staying below the
emission cap in EMPIRE, which is not covering all sectors regulated
by the EU ETS. Therefore, the shadow value of the emission con-
straint in EMPIRE is only partly representing the EU ETS price. Total
CO2 emissions in EMPIRE exceed the emission cap in all periods
because the regulated quota [55] is filled, and emissions from
small-scale building heating are not included in the emission
quota. Until 2035, decreasing technology costs counteract the
effect of quota reductions and stabilises the average shadow value
of the emission constraint at 10–20 EUR ton�1. From 2035 to 2045,
the rapid decrease in the emission cap causes a rapid increase in
the shadow value, and the run without ZENs surprisingly yields a
lower shadow value than with ZENs. Lower carbon price without
ZENs occurs because EMPIRE anticipates an improved ZEN design
after 2045 and therefore develops a more expensive system from
a short-term point of view in 2040–2045, such that the system is
more cost-efficient in the long run. More explicitly, EMPIRE substi-
tutes investments in solar PV and bio-based heating with more
investments in wind and fossil-based heating in 2040–2045 when
anticipating the improved ZEN design. After 2045, the shadow
value of the emission constraint drops when the new ZEN designs
are developed, which means that European emission targets can be
met more cost-effectively.

Fig. 7 shows that ZENs cause a decrease in expected allowance
price from 2045, which means that ZENs reduce the cost of achiev-
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ing European climate targets. Because we assume the same emis-
sion cap as in the run without ZENs, the ZEN development does
not cause reductions in regulated emissions. However, the
expected unregulated emissions are decreased by ZENs through
the substitution of small-scale fossil gas heating in buildings, and
ZENs lead to a total expected CO2 emission reduction of 2% for
the whole horizon compared to the run without ZENs.
5. Discussion

It is important to discuss the underlying reasons behind the
attractiveness of ZENs in EMPIRE, and the value of ZENs in the
European electricity system. In EMPIRE, the selection of ZENs from
2050 is a result of combined attributes, namely competitive costs,
low emissions, and attractive supply profile for heat and electricity.
Further, the stronger cap on emissions in EMPIRE excludes fossil
alternatives, which makes ZENs more attractive. In addition, the
technological advances and their cost reductions reshape the
energy system design of ZENs into more useful and less expensive
investment options. Indeed, the large reliance on PV to reach net-
zero emissions in ZENs is decreased by the introduction of bio-
based SOFC, whose electricity production is both decarbonised,
flexible, and weather independent. There are also more batteries
in ZENs in 2050 which are further reshaping the ZEN supply profile.
Also note that the technologies available in ZENIT and EMPIRE do
not perfectly overlap, and SOFC is only available in EMPIRE through
ZEN. This can also contribute partially to the selection of ZENs in
2050.

An important assumption in our study is the unchanged heat
demand in buildings in Europe towards 2050. This assumption rep-
resents a failure of European renovation policy, but it is in line with
current renovation activity: 75% of the EU building stock is consid-
ered energy inefficient according to current building standards,
and it will take more than 100 years to renovate the EU building
stock at current rates [61]. Optimistic assumptions for the evolu-
tion of the building stock are more common in similar studies
[57,59,62]. In our study, assuming a decreasing heat demand in
European buildings (before considering heat pumps) towards
2050 will impact the first run of EMPIRE, which again will impact
the ZEN design resulting from ZENIT and the uptake of ZEN across
Europe in the second run of EMPIRE. Further work is needed to
understand how our results change when modifying assumptions
regarding heat demand development.

Our study shows that ZENs can partly avoid unregulated CO2

emissions, and further CO2 emission avoidance by ZEN is depen-
dent on the policy design on the European level. In EMPIRE, we
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assume the only emission policy on the European level is a simpli-
fied cap-and-trade system, where the emission cap is exogenous
input and the allowance price is endogenous output. Therefore,
by design, the introduction of any cost-competitive low carbon
option like ZEN will not affect the exogenous cap, but rather
decrease the demand for allowances, effectively making it less
costly to reach the same CO2 emission cap. In practice, there will
not just be feedback effects between ZENs and the energy system,
but also between the energy system and climate policy design. [71]
claims that new EU ETS rules are ‘temporarily puncturing the
waterbed’, i.e., that the total allowed emissions are decreased by
market behaviour, not only political decisions.

One limitation of our study is that the two models are com-
puted without a feedback loop. The cost of ZENs depends on the
electricity prices and emissions factor from EMPIRE, which will
change when ZENs are developed in the second EMPIRE computa-
tion. Results from the last run of EMPIRE could produce updated
input to ZENIT. Hence, the process of back and forth between
EMPIRE and ZENIT can possibly be repeated multiple times until
convergence. However, in the study, we run the models sequen-
tially, but not iteratively, because of the high number of nodes,
periods, and cases would result in unacceptable computation
times. The convergence procedure may be of interest for further
work since it is better suited for studies where the scope is limited
to a few countries or bidding zones. Despite this limitation, it is
possible to investigate the differences between key indicators in
the first and second run of EMPIRE. The root mean square deviation
of the spot price and emission factor are EUR 60 MWh�1 and 13
gCO2 kWh�1, respectively, while the average deviations are EUR
�2:3 MWh�1 and 0:04 gCO2 kWh�1. These observations indicate
deviations between the two runs, but these are mostly compen-
sated in other time steps. An analysis of the same indicators for
each period shows that the deviations in emission factor in each
country compensate for one another, while the spot price increases
in 2040–2045 before decreasing in the next period. An iteration-
based approach would likely affect the design of the neighbour-
hoods’ energy system and may shift some investment in ZENs to
other countries, but the implications on a European scale should
remain largely unaffected.

Another limitation of our study lies in the ZEN framework
setup. Indeed, despite the name, the focus is entirely on GHG emis-
sions and the climate change potential and disregards other impor-
tant emissions, such as NOx and particles, which also have
consequent health impacts. A future work could focus on improv-
ing our models to include such emissions and their impact.
6. Conclusion

This paper explores the link between decarbonising the Euro-
pean heat and electricity system and zero emission concepts on
the neighbourhood level. The ZEN concept [18] relies on avoiding
emissions via on-site renewable energy, and our results indicate
that neighbourhoods generate more electricity to become ZEN as
the surrounding energy system decarbonises in line with the EU
ETS. This is in line with previous findings by [49] where the PV
capacity of NZEBs increases with decreasing CO2 factors, as the
exported renewable electricity from NZEBs compensate less CO2

emissions per kWh. Once ZENs become cost-competitive, results
indicate that they are developed widely across Europe, mainly
reducing investments in other low carbon energy sources. The
ZEN development in EMPIRE is driven by decreasing technology
costs in ZENIT and the EU ETS cap reduction. Due to the assump-
tion of an exogenously given emission pathway for the European
electricity and heat system, ZENs do not directly reduce the total
European-level emissions. Consequently, ZENs indirectly affect
11
the feasibility of decarbonized electricity and heat systems by
being part of the overall transition pathway.

Our study has the following policy implications. Firstly, if the
emission caps would be more ambitious in the next couple of dec-
ades than currently planned [55], a sudden increase in the allow-
ance price in the EU ETS around 2040 might be reduced. A
spiked allowance price would strongly signal the transition from
fossil to renewable energy. However, the transition may be more
politically robust if carbon price spikes can be avoided. Secondly,
suppose policy can support low carbon energy technologies in
neighbourhoods to become cost-competitive sooner than assumed
in our study. In that case, neighbourhood energy systems could
potentially outcompete more alternative investments than our
results suggest. Specifically, if neighbourhood energy systems
could outcompete more fossil investments, it could help reducing
future CO2 prices and avoiding stranded assets.
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Appendix A. EMPIRE model description

This appendix presents the optimisation formulation of EMPIRE.

A.1. Objective function

min z ¼
X
i2I

1þ rð Þ�5 i�1ð Þ

�
X
n2N

X
a2Gn[Bn[Rn[Zn

cnodea;i xnodea;n;i þ
X
n2N

X
b2Bn

cstorPWb;i xstorPWb;n;i

"

þ
X

n1 ;n2ð Þ2L
ctrann1 ;n2 ;i

xtrann1 ;n2 ;i
þ #

X
x2X

px

X
s2S

as

X
h2Hs

X
n2N

�
X
g2Gn

qgen
g;i y

gen
g;n;h;i;x þ qll;EL

n;i yll;ELn;h;i;x þ qll;HT
n;i yll;HTn;h;i;x

 !#
ð1Þ
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The objective function (1) discounts all costs at an annual rate of r,
and the investment periods are given as five year blocks. The factor

# ¼
P4

j¼0 1þ rð Þ�j scales annual operational costs to the five year
investment periods.

The first two terms of (1) relates to investment costs in addi-
tional capacity of generation, transmission and storage. The last
three terms relate to operational costs of generation and costs of
load shedding. The terms for operational costs are scaled with
the scenario probability px and the seasonal scaling factor as,
where as make sure the seasonal costs are scaled up to the length
of each season.

A.2. Operational constraints

Total supply from electric power generators and storage units,
as well as imports and electric load shedding, must be balanced
with electric load, exports and charging:X
g2GEL\Gn

bCHP
g ygeng;n;h;i;x þ

X
b2BEL\Bn

gdischrg
b ydischrgb;n;h;i;x

þ
X

n1 ;n2ð Þ2Ain
n

gtran
n1 ;n2

ytrann1 ;n2 ;h;i;x þ
X

z2Z\Zn

yZEN;ELz;n;h;i;x þ yll;ELn;h;i;x ¼ nload;ELn;h;i;x

þ
X

b2BEL\Bn

ychrgb;n;h;i;x þ
X

n1 ;n2ð Þ2Aout
n

ytrann1 ;n2 ;h;i;x

þ
X
r2Rn

yE2Hr;n;h;i;x; n 2 N ;h 2 H; i 2 I ;x 2 X: ð2Þ

Note that bCHP
g ¼ 1 for all g R GEL \ GHT, that is all non-CHP electric

generators. For CHP generators (g 2 GEL \ GHT), bCHP
g represents

how much electricity is being produced per unit of heat output.
Similarly, total supply from thermal generators and storage

units, as well as electric conversions to thermal load and thermal
load shedding, must be balanced with thermal load and charging:X
g2GHT\Gn

ygeng;n;h;i;x þ
X

b2BHT\Bn

gdischrg
b ydischrgb;n;h;i;x þ

X
r2Rn

gE2H
r yE2Hr;n;h;i;x

þ
X

z2Z\Zn

yZEN;HTz;n;h;i;x þ yll;HTn;h;i;x

¼ nload;HTn;h;i;x þ
X

b2BHT\Bn

ychrgb;n;h;i;x; n 2 N ;h 2 H; i 2 I ;x 2 X: ð3Þ

Conversion of electricity to heat is limited by the available installed
capacity:

yE2Hr;n;h;i;x 6 vnode
r;n;i ; r 2 Rn; n 2 N ;h 2 H;

i 2 I ;x 2 X:
ð4Þ

Production from generators and Zero Emission Neighbourhoods are
limited by the available installed capacity:

ygeng;n;h;i;x 6 ngeng;n;h;i;xv
node
g;n;i ; g 2 Gn;n 2 N ; h 2 H; i 2 I ;x 2 X; ð5Þ

yZEN;ELz;n;h;i;x ¼ nZEN;ELz;n;h;i;xv
node
z;n;i ; z 2 Zn; n 2 N ; h 2 H; i 2 I ;x 2 X; ð6Þ

yZEN;HTz;n;h;i;x ¼ nZEN;HTz;n;h;i;xvnode
z;n;i ; z 2 Zn; n 2 N ; h 2 H; i 2 I ;x 2 X:

ð7Þ

For generators subject to ramping constraints, ramping up load in
between hours is limited:

ygeng;n;h;i;x � ygeng;n;h�1;i;x 6 cgeng vnode
g;n;i ; g 2 GRamp \ Gn;n 2 N ; s 2 S;

h 2 H�
s ; i 2 I ;x 2 X:

ð8Þ

Total annual emissions are limited by an emission cap:
12
X
s2S

as

X
h2Hs

X
n2N

X
g2GnnGNoReg

qCO2
g;i ygenn;g;h;i;x 6 QCO2

i ; i 2 I ;x 2 X: ð9Þ

All storages start with an initial energy level available as a percent-
age of installed capacity and runs a full cycle over each representa-
tive time period in each season:

jbvnode
n;b;i þ gchrg

b ychrg
n;b;h1s ;i;x

� ydiscrg
n;b;h1s ;i;x

¼ wstor
n;b;h1s ;i;x

; b 2 Bn;n 2 N ; s 2 S;

ð10Þ
i 2 I ;x 2 X:

jbvnode
n;b;i ¼ wstor

n;b;hHss ;i;x
; b 2 Bn;n 2 N ; s 2 S

i 2 I ;x 2 X:

ð11Þ

The balance of storage is ensured between operational time steps:

wstor
b;n;h�1;i;x þ gchrg

b ychrgb;n;h;i;x � ydiscrgb;n;h;i;x ¼ gbleed
b wstor

b;n;h;i;x; b 2 Bn;n 2 N ;

s 2 S;h 2 H�
s ;

i 2 I ;x 2 X:

ð12Þ

The energy content of storage is limited by capacity:

wstor
b;n;h;i;x 6 vnode

b;n;i ; b 2 Bn;n 2 N ;h 2 H; i 2 I ;x 2 X: ð13Þ

The amount of charging and discharging per hour is also limited by
capacity:

ychrgb;n;h;i;x 6 vstorPW
b;n;i ; b 2 Bn;n 2 N ;h 2 H; i 2 I ;x 2 X; ð14Þ

ydischrgb;n;h;i;x 6 qbvstorPW
b;n;i ; b 2 Bn;n 2 N ;h 2 H; i 2 I ;x 2 X: ð15Þ

For hydroelectric generators, energy available is restricted by sea-
son and node:X
h2Hs

ygen‘RegHyd’;n;h;i;x 6 nRegHydLimn;i;s;x ; n 2 N ; s 2 S;

i 2 I ;x 2 X;

ð16Þ

X
x2X

px

X
s2S

as

X
h2Hs

X
g2GHyd\Gn

ygenn;g;h;i;x 6 nHydLimn ;n 2 N ; i 2 I : ð17Þ

Transmission operation is in a net transfer capacity (NTC)
representation:

ytrann1 ;n2 ;h;i;x 6 v tran
n1 ;n2 ;i

; n1;n2ð Þ 2 L; h 2 H; i 2 I ;x 2 X; ð18Þ
ytrann2 ;n1 ;h;i;x 6 v tran

n1 ;n2 ;i
; n1;n2ð Þ 2 L; h 2 H; i 2 I ;x 2 X: ð19Þ

vnode
a;i ¼ �xnodea;n;i þ

Xi

j¼i0
xnodea;n;j ; a 2 Gn [ Bn [Rn [ Zn;n 2 N ; i 2 I ;

i0 ¼ max 1; i� ilifea

n o
;

ð20Þ

vstorPW
b;n;i ¼ �xstorPWb;n;i þ

Xi

j¼i0
xstorPWb;n;j ; b 2 Bn;n 2 N ; i 2 I ;

i0 ¼ max 1; i� ilifeb

n o
;

ð21Þ

v tran
n1 ;n2 ;i

¼ �xtrann1 ;n2 ;i
þ
Xi

j¼i0
xtrann1 ;n2 ;j

; n1;n2ð Þ 2 L; i 2 I ;

i0 ¼ max 1; i� ilifen1 ;n2

n o
:

ð22Þ
A.3. Investment constraints

Every generator, transmission line, and storage unit have exist-
ing capacity available in each period:
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There are restrictions on investments and available capacity the
technologies in each node:

xnodea;n;i 6 �Xnode
a;n;i ; a 2 Gn [ Bn [Rn [ Zn; n 2 N ; i 2 I ; ð23Þ

xstorPWb;n;i 6 �XstorPW
b;n;i ; b 2 Bn; n 2 N ; i 2 I ; ð24Þ

xtrann1 ;n2 ;i
6 �Xtran

n1 ;n2 ;i
; n1;n2ð Þ 2 L; i 2 I ; ð25Þ

vnode
a;n;i 6 �Vnode

a;n;i ; a 2 Gn [ Bn [Rn;n 2 N [ Zn; i 2 I ; ð26Þ
vstorPW

b;n;i 6 �V storPW
b;n;i ; b 2 Bn; n 2 N ; i 2 I ; ð27Þ

v tran
n1 ;n2 ;i

6 �V tran
n1 ;n2 ;i

; n1;n2ð Þ 2 L; i 2 I : ð28Þ

Some storage technologies b 2 By #B, including lithium-ion batter-
ies, have dependencies between power and energy capacity:

vstorPW
b;n;i ¼ bstor

b vnode
b;n;i ; b 2 By \ Bn; n 2 N ; i 2 I : ð29Þ
Appendix B. ZENIT model description

This appendix presents the optimization formulation inside of
ZENIT in the most general form.

B.1. Objective function

The objective function minimizes the total cost of investing in
the energy system and operating it. It includes investment in the
heating grid, the energy technologies in the central plant and in
the building, the cost of refurbishment and of a hydronic system
(when refurbishment is considered). It also includes operational
costs such as the operation and maintenance (O&M) costs, fuel
costs, cost of electricity imports and revenues of electricity exports.
It uses an hourly resolution.

The objective function of the optimization is: Minimize:

bHG �CHG þ
X
b

X
i

Cvar;disci;b þ
Cmaint
i;b

etotr;D

 !
�xi;b þCfix;disc

i;b �bi;b

 !

þ 1
etotr;D

X
tj

rj

X
b

X
f

f f ;t;b �P
fuel
f þ Pspot

t þPgrid þPret
� �

� yimp
t þ

X
b

X
est

ygb imp
t;est;b

 !
�Pspot

t �yexpt

 ! !

ð30Þ

The investment costs in the objective function are discounted using
linear depreciation and taking into account reinvestments and sal-
vage value: 8i

Cdisc
i ¼

XNi�1

n¼0

Cinv
i � 1þ rð Þ �n�Lið Þ

 !
� Ni � Li � D

Li
� Cinv

i � 1þ rð Þ�D ð31Þ

with:

Ni ¼ dD
Li
e ð32Þ

and the discount factor:

etotr;D ¼ r

1� 1þ rð Þ�D ð33Þ
B.2. Zero Emission constraint

In order to qualify as a ZEN, a neighborhood needs to have net
zero emission of GHG in its lifetime. Here, we use the same repre-
sentative periods as in the EMPIRE model.

aZEN �
X
tj

rj /CO2 ;el
t � yimp

t þ
X
b

X
est

ygb imp
t;est;b

 !
þ
X
b

X
f

/CO2 ;f � f f ;t;b

 !

6
X
tj

/CO2 ;el
t

�rj

X
b

X
est

gest � aZEN �ygb exp
t;est;b þypb exp

t;est;b þ 1�aZENð Þ �yselfct;est;b

� �
þ
X
b

X
g

yexpt;g;b þ 1�aZENð Þ �gselfc
t;g;b

� � !

ð34Þ
13
The emission constraint contains the emissions from imports of
electricity and from burning fuel and the compensations from
exports of electricity. The term aZEN can be used to reduce the zero
emission requirement. In this paper, it is set to one. An additional
term could be added to represent the indirect emissions from the
technologies or from the other phases of the lifecycle of the neigh-
borhood but we only consider the operational phase in this paper.

B.3. Energy balances

The electricity balance of the electricity in the neighborhood is
described by Eq. 35, 38 and 39.

Eq. 35 is the main part of the electricity balance and describes
the way the electric load of the neighborhood is met:8t

yimp
t þ

X
b

X
est

ygb dch
t;est;b þ ypb selfc

t;est;b

� �
� gest þ

X
g

gselfc
g;t;b

 !

¼
X
b

Eb;t þ
X
e

de;t;b

 !
ð35Þ

The exports of electricity in Eq. 30 are defined as:8t

yexpt ¼
X
b

X
g

yexpt;g;b þ
X
b

X
est

ygb exp
t;est;b þ ypb exp

t;est;b

� �
� gest ð36Þ

The imports and exports of electricity are limited by the size of the
connection to the grid:8t

yimp
t þ yexpt þ

X
b

X
est

ygb imp
t;est;b

 !
6 GC ð37Þ

Eq. 38 describes the flow of electricity of the on-site production of
technologies and Eq. 39 describes the interface between the on-
site production and the production side batteries. 8t; g; b

gg;t;b ¼ yexpt;g;b þ gselfc
g;t;b þ gch

t;g;b þ gdump
t;g;b ð38Þ

8t; bX
g

gch
t;g;b ¼

X
est

yprod ch
t;est;b ð39Þ

The electricity in the neighborhood is handled in an aggregated
way, or as a copper plate. The heat is, on the other hand, not aggre-
gated and considers heat loss in the heating grid. The heat in build-
ings is also separated between space heating (SH) and domestic hot
water (DHW), giving two heat balances:8t; bX
q

qDHW
q;t;b þ

X
hst

ghst � qDHWdch
t;hst;b � qDHWch

t;hst;b

� �
þ qHGusedDHW

t;b

¼ HDHW
b;t � Ab þ qdump

t;b ð40Þ

X
q

qSH
q;t;b þ

X
hst

ghst � qSHdch
t;hst;b � qSHch

t;hst;b

� �
þ qHGusedSH

t;b ¼ HSH
b;t � Ab ð41Þ

At the Production Plant (PP) the balance considers the heat flowing
out instead of a load: 8tX
q

qq;t;‘PP’ þ
X
hst

ghst � qdch
t;hst;‘PP’ � qch

t;hst;‘P’

� �

¼
X
bn‘PP’

qHGtransfer
t;‘PP’;b þ qdump

t;‘PP’ ð42Þ
B.4. Constraints on the technology options

B.4.1. General Constraints
The investment in each technology is limited. The minimum

corresponds to either the capacity already installed in the neigh-
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borhood or the minimum possible investment size and the maxi-
mum is chosen to limit the search space:8i [ est [ hst; b

Xpre cap
i;b 6 xi;b 6 Xmax

i ð43Þ

xi 6 Xmax
i � bi;b ð44Þ

xi P Xmin
i � bi;b ð45Þ

At the production plant, where larger-scale technologies than those
available inside the buildings are available, the size of technologies
is also limited and requires an investment in the heating grid: 8i

xi;‘ProductionPlant’ 6 Xmax
i � bHG ð46Þ

Most of the technologies considered in the optimization are mod-
eled using their efficiency, linking either their heat or electric pro-
duction and their fuel consumption: 8c 2 F \Q; t; b

f c;t;b ¼
qc;t;b
gc

ð47Þ

8c 2 E \ Q; t; b

dc;t;b ¼
qc;t;b
gc

ð48Þ

The heat and electricity production is limited by the installed
capacity:

8q n HP; t; b

8g; t; b

qq;t;b 6 xq;b ð49Þ

gg;t;b 6 xg;b ð50Þ

Some technologies can only be operated in a certain range of their
nominal capacity. This requires adding additional constraints with
binary variables:

xi;t 6 Xmax
i � ot ð51Þ

xi;t 6 xi ð52Þ

xi;t P xi � Xmax
i � 1� otð Þ ð53Þ

qi;t 6 xi;t ð54Þ

qi;t P a � xi;t ð55Þ

The type of heat that technologies can provide is enforced with:
8q; t; b

qq;t;b ¼ qDHW
q;t;b þ qSH

q;t;b ð56Þ

qDHW
q;t;b <¼ M � BDHW

q ð57Þ

qSH
q;t;b <¼ M � BSH

q ð58Þ
B.4.2. CHP constraints
For Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plants, the amount of heat

produced is obtained using the efficiency, while the amount of
electricity produced is derived from the heat-to-power ratio:
8t; ‘CHP’; b

gCHP;t;b ¼
qCHP;t;b

aCHP
ð59Þ
14
B.4.3. Heat Pump constraints
Heat pumps are modelled using their Coefficient of Performance

(COP) instead of an efficiency. This COP depends on the tempera-
ture to supply and the temperature of the source used by the heat
pump as well as the characteristics of the unit used. The tempera-
ture to supply being different for SH and DHW leads to having dif-
ferent COPs. The coefficients in Eq. (60)–(62) are obtained from the
datasheets of manufacturers and are used to calculate the COPs
and the maximum electricity consumption (linked to the maxi-
mum heat production). Eq. 61 is used for air-air heat pumps while
Eq. 62 is used for air–water and water-water heat pumps. The
source temperature is the outside ambient temperature or the
ground temperature depending on the type of heat pump. For heat
pumps in the production plant and for DHW, the temperature to
supply is 65�C. For SH, the supply temperature is a function of
the outside temperature and of the type of building (in particular
its building standard).

8t; b;hp

COPt;b;hp ¼
X
j

kj;hp � Tsupply
t;b � Tsource

t

� �j
ð60Þ

Pinput;max
aa;b;t ¼

X
j

k0j;aa � Tsupply
t;b � Tsource

t

� �j
ð61Þ

Pinput;max
aw�ww;b;t ¼

X
j

k0j;aw�ww � Tsupply
t;b

� �j
ð62Þ

The heat pumps at the production plant are then modeled as: 8hp; t

dhp;‘ProductionPlant’;t ¼
qhp;‘ProductionPlant’;t

COPhp;‘ProductionPlant’;t
ð63Þ

dhp;‘ProductionPlant’;t 6 xhp;‘ProductionPlant’ � Pinput;max
hp;‘ProductionPlant’;t ð64Þ

In other buildings they are modelled differently to account for the
production of both SH and DHW. In addition, if the building is refur-
bished, the supply temperature and thus the COPs and maximum
power input will change. 8hp; t; b n ‘ProductionPlant’

dSH
hp;b;t ¼

qSH
hp;b;t

COPSH;P
hp;b;t

ð65Þ

dDHW
hp;b;t ¼

qDHW
hp;b;t

COPDHW
hp;b;t

ð66Þ

dDHW
hp;b;t

Pinput;max;DHW
hp;b;t

þ
dSH
hp;b;t

Pinput;max;SH;P
hp;b;t

6 xhp;b ð67Þ
B.4.4. Solar Technology constraints
The solar technologies are also modeled differently. Indeed,

they require information about the solar irradiance: 8t

gPV
t þ gcurt

t ¼ gPV
t � xPV � IRRt ð68Þ

qST
t ¼ gST � xST � IRRt ð69Þ

The efficiency of the PV panel is defined as in [72]:

gPV
t ¼ ginv

Gstc
� 1� Tcoef � Tt þ Tnoct � 20ð Þ � IRRt

800

� �
� Tstc

� �� �
ð70Þ

The formula for calculating the irradiance on a tilted surface is
shown below.
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IRRTilt
t ¼ DHIt

1þ cos /1ð Þ
2

þ a � DNIt þ DHItð Þ1� cos /1ð Þ
2

þ DNIt
cos utð Þ � sin /1ð Þ � cos /2 � wtð Þ

sin utð Þ þ sin utð Þ � cos /1ð Þ
sin utð Þ

� �
ð71Þ

We assume that for some sun positions (sun elevations (u) below 1
degree and sun azimuths (w) between �90 and 90 degrees), no
direct beam reaches the panels. This means that the last term of
Eq. 71 is removed at such times. We use a constant albedo factor
(a) of 0.3 for the whole year. The tilt angle of the solar panel is
/1; the orientation of the solar panel regarding the azimuth is /2.
We do not consider snow or dust covering the solar panel.

B.5. Heating grid constraints

The heating grid is modelled in a radial way, meaning that the
buildings cannot feed heat into it and no loop is allowed. The flows
are limited by the size of the pipes. If there is no hydronic system in
the building, then the heat cannot be used. The heating grid is used
to supply the buildings with heat coming from the central produc-
tion plant, where larger-scale technologies are available. 8b; tX
b0
qHGtrans
t;b;b0 6

X
b00

qHGtrans
t;b00 ;b � QHGloss

b00 ;b

� �
ð72Þ

8b; b0
; t

qHGtrans
t;b0 ;b 6 _QMaxPipe

b0 ;b
ð73Þ

8b; t

qHGused
t;b ¼

X
b00

qHGtrans
t;b00 ;b � QHGloss

b00 ;b

� �
�
X
b0
qHGtrans
t;b;b0 ð74Þ

qHGused
t;b ¼ qHGusedSH

t;b þ qHGusedDHW
t;b ð75Þ
5 https://ens.dk/en/our-services/projections-and-models/technology-data
6 https://energy.ec.europa.eu/data-and-analysis/energy-modelling/eu-reference-sc

enario-2020_en
7 http://nobio.no/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Veien-til-biovarme.pdf
8 https://www.europeanbiogas.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Biomethane-in-

transport.pdf
9 https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title = File:Natural_

gas_prices_for_non-household_consumers,_second_half_2019_(EUR_per_kWh).png
10 https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title = File:Natural_
gas_prices_for_household_consumers,_second_half_2019_(EUR_per_kWh).png
B.6. Energy storage constraints

The storages are modelled with their charge and discharge effi-
ciencies. The storage levels in the different timesteps inside a clus-
ter are linked with: 8t 2 T �; est; b

vpb
t;est;b ¼ vpb

t�1;est;b þ gest � ypb ch
t;est;b � ypb exp

t;est;b � ypb selfc
t;est;b ð76Þ

vgb
t;est;b ¼ vgb

t�1;est;b þ gest � ygb imp
t;est;b � ygb exp

t;est;b � ygb dch
t;est;b ð77Þ

8t 2 T �;hst; b

vheatstor
t;hst ¼ vheatstor

t�1;hst þ gheatstor
hst � qch

t;hst � qdch
t;hst ð78Þ

The charge and discharge of the storage are limited by its specifica-
tions. 8hst; t; b

qch
t;hst;b ¼ qDHWch

t;hst;b þ qSHch
t;hst;b ð79Þ

qdch
t;hst;b ¼ qDHWdch

t;hst;b þ qSHdch
t;hst;b ð80Þ

8t; bX
hst

qSHch
t;hst;b 6

X
q

qSH
q;t;b � b

H2Onics
q þ qHGusedSH

t;b ð81Þ

8t; est; b

vprod bat
t;est;b þ vgrid bat

t;est;b ¼ vbat
t;est;b ð82Þ

vbat
t;est;b 6 xest;b ð83Þ
15
yprod ch
t;est;b þ ygb imp

t;est;b 6 _Ybat
max;est ð84Þ
ygrid dch
t;est;b þ ygb exp

t;est;b 6 _Ybat
max;est ð85Þ

8t;hst; b

vheatstor
t;hst;b 6 xhst;b ð86Þ
qch
t;hst 6 _Qhst

max ð87Þ
qdch
t;hst 6 _Qhst

max ð88Þ

The storage values at the end and at the beginning of the period are
set to be equal:

8p; est; b;j
8p;hst; b;j
vbat
jstart ;est;b ¼ vbat

jend ;est;b
ð89Þ
vheatstor
jstart ;hst;b ¼ vheatstor

jend ;hst;b
ð90Þ
Appendix C. ZENIT Data

C.1. Technology data

Generator technology data is listed in Table 1, cost data is listed
in Table 2, and storage technology and cost data is listed in Table 4.
The data for those technologies come from the Danish Energy
Agency and Energinet5. Some technologies have variations or are
limited to small (e.g. single family houses, SFH) or large buildings
(e.g. apartment complex, AppC). The cost of the technologies are
roughly in line with the technology assumptions from the EU refer-
ence scenarios 2020 6 although there are variations in both direc-
tions for specific technologies. The technologies coverage is also
not a complete overlap.

The investment costs used in the model are different for small
and large buildings and are presented as a weighted average of
the neighborhood composition in Table 2.

The data for prices of fuels come from different sources and are
listed in Table 3. For the wood pellets and wood chips, they come
from the Norwegian Bioenergy Association7. The data for the biogas
and biomethane come from the European Biogas Association8. The
price for gas is estimated based on the statistics of natural gas price
in Europe for non-household consumers9 (neighborhood level) and
households consumers10 (building level).

The data for CO2 factor of fuels in Table 3 come from a report
from Cundall11.
11 https://cundall.com/Cundall/fckeditor/editor/images/UserFilesUpload/file/WCIY
B/IP-4%20-%20CO2e%20emissions%20from%20biomass%20and%20biofuels.pdf



Table 1
Data Of Technologies Producing Heat (domestic hot water (DHW) and/or space heating (SH)) and/or Electricity.

Index Tech. Type gth ai Xmin Lifetime Fuel aCHP El. DHW SH

(%) (% X) (kW) (year)

At building level

1 PV1 SFH 0 0 25 1 0 0
2 PV1 AppC 0 50 25 1 0 0
3 ST2 SFH 70 0 4.2 30 0 1 1
4 ST2 SFH 70 0 100 30 0 1 1
5 ASHP10 SFH f(Tt) 0 0 12 Elec. 0 0 1
6 ASHP3 SFH f(Tt) 0 0 18 Elec. 0 1 1
7 ASHP3 AppC f(Tt) 0 100 20 Elec. 0 1 1
8 GSHP4 SFH f(Tt) 0 0 20 Elec. 0 1 1
9 GSHP4 AppC f(Tt) 0 100 20 Elec. 0 1 1
10 Boiler5 SFH 80 30 0 20 Wood Pellets 0 1 1
11 Boiler5 AppC 90 30 100 20 Wood Pellets 0 1 1
12 Boiler11 SFH 86 30 20 20 Wood Logs 0 1 1
13 Boiler11 SFH 75 0 0 20 Wood Logs 0 0 1
14 Heater SFH 100 0 0 30 Elec. 0 1 0
15 Heater AppC 100 0 100 30 Elec. 0 1 0
16 Heater SFH 100 0 0 30 Elec. 0 0 1
17 Heater AppC 100 0 100 30 Elec. 0 0 1
18 Boiler SFH 96 20 0 20 Biomethane 0 1 1
19 Boiler AppC 102 20 35 25 Biomethane 0 1 1
20 Boiler SFH 96 20 0 20 Gas 0 1 1
21 Boiler AppC 102 20 35 25 Gas 0 1 1
22 CHP SFH 46 70 35 20 Gas 0.92 1 1 1
23 CHP SFH 60 70 35 20 Biomethane 1.73 1 1 1

At neighborhood level

24 CHP6 47 50 200 25 Biogas 1.09 1 1 1
25 CHP 98 20 1000 25 Wood Chips 7.27 1 1 1
26 CHP 83 20 1000 25 Wood Pellets 5.76 1 1 1
27 Boiler7 114 20 1000 25 Wood Chips 0 1 1
28 Boiler7 100 40 1000 25 Wood Pellets 0 1 1
29 CHP8 66 10 10 15 Wood Chips 3 1 1 1
30 Boiler9 58 70 50 20 Biogas 1 0 0
31 GSHP4 f(Tt) 10 1000 25 Elec. 0 1 1
32 Boiler 99 5 60 20 Elec. 0 1 1
33 Boiler 43 15 500 25 Biogas 0 1 1
34 Boiler 43 15 500 25 Gas 0 1 1

1 Area Coefficient: 5.3 m2=kW
2 Area Coefficient: 1.43 m2=kW
3 Air Source Heat Pump (air - liquid)
4 Ground Source Heat Pump
5 Automatic stoking of pellets
6 Gas Engine
7 HOP
8 Gasified Biomass Stirling Engine Plant
9 Solid Oxyde Fuel Cell (SOFC)

10 Air Source Heat Pump (air - air)
11 Manual stoking of wood logs

Table 2
Cost Data of Technologies in (€/kW) for fixed and variable investment cost and as percentage of variable cost for O&M costs

Index 2030 2040 2050

Cfix Cvar Cmaint
i;b Cfix Cvar Cmaint

i;b Cfix Cvar Cmaint
i;b

1 0 830 1.24 0 830 1.24 0 560 1.6
2 0 570 1.47 0 570 1.47 0 450 1.6
3 735 325 5 735 325 5 664 294 5.1
4 23280 311 1 23280 311 1 21000 279 1
5 539 360 11.6 539 360 11.6 511 340 11.1
6 3000 750 8.5 3000 750 8.5 2500 625 9.6
7 25120 236 4.9 25120 236 4.9 22720 214 7.0
8 4500 1375 4.6 4500 1375 4.6 4048 1237 4.8
9 40000 250 4.7 40000 250 4.7 36000 225 2.9
10 1296 650 9.3 1296 650 9.3 1176 590 9.3
11 9920 250 2.8 9920 250 2.8 8960 225 2.9
12 1300 208 8.5 1300 208 8.5 1175 189 4.9
13 0 875 5.7 0 875 5.7 0 775 6.1
14 840 653 1.2 840 653 1.2 750 583 1.2
15 29440 429 0.07 29440 429 0.07 26720 389 0.07
16 840 653 1.2 840 653 1.2 750 583 1.2
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Table 3
Data of Fuels.

Tech. Fuel Cost (EUR/kWh) CO2 factor (gCO2=kWh)

Electricity f tð Þ f tð Þ
Wood Pellets 0.03664 40
Wood Chips 0.02592 20
Biogas 0.07 0
Biomethane 0.07 100
Gas (neighborhood level) 0.041 277
Gas (building level) 0.121 277

Table 2 (continued)

Index 2030 2040 2050

Cfix Cvar Cmaint
i;b Cfix Cvar Cmaint

i;b Cfix Cvar Cmaint
i;b

17 29440 429 0.07 29440 429 0.07 26720 389 0.07
18 1110 189 10.5 1110 189 10.5 1000 170 10.6
19 3360 83 3.2 3360 83 3.2 3040 75 3.4
20 1110 189 10.5 1110 189 10.5 1000 170 10.6
21 3360 83 3.2 3360 83 3.2 3040 75 3.4
22 4160 5485 13 4160 5485 13 3000 4286 13.3
23 3150 4835 9 3150 4835 9 2800 3471 10.7
24 0 505 1.7 0 505 1.7 0 505 1.55
25 0 564 7.4 0 564 7.4 0 551 7.3
26 0 706 6.9 0 706 6.9 0 673 6.8
27 0 377 8.3 0 377 8.3 0 342 8.6
28 0 416 7.4 0 416 7.4 0 376 7.4
29 0 1267 0.8 0 1267 0.8 0 1267 0.8
30 0 2000 5 0 2000 5 0 800 5
31 0 255 0.8 0 255 0.8 0 230 0.87
32 0 110 0.9 0 110 0.9 0 100 0.9
33 0 50 3.8 0 50 3.8 0 50 3.4
34 0 50 3.8 0 50 3.8 0 50 3.4

Table 4
Data of Storage.

Index One way eff. Inv. Cost O&M Cost Lifetime Min. Cap. Charge/ Discharge rate
(%) (€/kWh) (% of Inv. Cost) (year) (kWh) (% of Cap)

Battery

11 95 577 0 10 13.5 37
22 938 500 0 15 210 23
33 95 432 0 20 1000 50

Heat Storage

14 95 75 0 20 0 20
23 98 3 0.29 40 45 000 1.7

1 Based on Tesla Powerwall
2 Based on Tesla Powerpack
3 Based on Danish energy agency data
4 Same data are used for the heat storage at the building or neighborhood level and for both SH and DHW
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C.2. Neighborhood data

We consider a neighborhood of new energy efficient buildings.
The composition of the neighborhood is based on building compo-
sition in Oslo and is described in Table 5.
Table 5
Composition of the neighborhood considered in ZENIT.

Building type Heated floor a

House
Apartments
Offices
Shops
Kindergarten
School
Nursing home

17
The aggregated loads for the neighborhoods for each country is
given in Table 6.
rea (m2) Roof Area (m2)

27 800 13 900
44 010 9780
18 948 3158
1230 1230
490 490

5032 1677
1062 531



Table 7
Technology options in EMPIRE from 2020–2040 with their respective investment cost (IC) in EUR/kW and operational costs (OC) in EUR/MWh.

Technology 2020–2025 2025–2030 2030–2035 2035–2040

IC OC IC OC IC OC IC OC

Bio (CHP) 1,426.2 36.4 1,426.2 40.0 1,354.0 43.9 1,354.0 48.2
Bio (electricity only) 2,855.8 88.2 2,725.2 96.7 2,259.8 95.5 2,071.9 104.7
Bio (existing) - 88.2 - 96.7 - 95.5 - 104.7
Bio (HOP) 1,339.0 33.0 1,339.0 36.0 1,281.3 39.2 1,281.3 42.8
Coal (electricity) 2,061.2 57.8 1,967.0 66.3 1,846.6 49.5 1,693.0 107.9
Coal (electricity, existing) - 57.8 - 66.3 - 49.5 - 107.9
Coal (10% co-firing bio) 2,183.8 49.1 2,083.9 55.7 1,956.4 47.0 1,793.7 94.7
Electric heat (ASHP) 1,146.2 - 1,146.2 - 968.9 - 968.9 -
Electric heat (direct) 1,095.8 - 1,095.8 - 1,057.1 - 969.2 -
Electric heat (GSHP) 3,659.4 - 3,659.4 - 3,334.2 - 3,334.2 -
Gas (closed cycle) 962.1 65.6 962.1 71.3 932.1 68.4 854.6 95.8
Gas (electricity, existing) - 77.5 - 82.7 - 79.3 - 109.5
Gas (electricity, open cycle) 714.8 92.5 714.8 99.9 714.8 97.0 655.3 135.2
Gas (heat, building boiler) 578.2 37.2 578.2 40.5 560.4 39.1 560.4 55.3
Gas (heat, district heat) 88.9 37.1 88.9 40.3 78.1 39.3 78.1 55.2
Geo (electricity) 6,503.4 0.3 6,503.4 0.3 6,119.4 0.3 5,610.5 0.3
Geo (heat, district heat) 2,230.6 8.4 2,230.6 8.4 2,041.8 8.4 2,041.8 8.4
Hydro (regulated) 3,178.9 0.3 3,033.5 0.3 2,847.9 0.3 2,611.0 0.3
Hydro (run-of-river) 2,463.2 - 2,350.5 - 2,153.3 - 1,974.2 -
Lignite (electricity) 2,385.6 51.2 2,276.4 55.5 2,137.2 37.4 1,959.4 101.7
Nuclear 7,600.9 17.4 7,253.3 17.6 6,728.8 17.8 6,169.2 18.0
Oil (electricity, existing) - 148.5 - 168.1 - 167.7 - 224.3
Oil (heat, building boiler) 606.2 59.6 606.2 67.6 579.2 66.7 579.2 89.6
Solar PV 896.5 - 896.5 - 822.8 - 822.8 -
Waste (CHP) 2,479.7 11.8 2,479.7 12.6 2,400.1 9.5 2,400.1 20.8
Waste (electricity only) 2,714.4 15.0 2,714.4 16.8 2,595.3 9.1 2,595.3 35.4
Waste (HOP) 3,057.9 13.1 3,057.9 13.7 2,889.5 11.2 2,889.5 20.2
Wave 6,054.8 0.1 5,777.8 0.1 2,969.3 0.1 2,722.3 0.1
Wind (offshore) 3,399.5 0.4 3,399.5 0.4 2,506.8 0.4 2,506.8 0.4
Wind (onshore) 1,502.2 0.2 1,502.2 0.2 1,368.2 0.2 1,368.2 0.2

Table 6
Total annual load of the neighborhood in the different countries modelled in GWh

AU BE BA BG HR CZ DK EE FI FR DE UK

El. specific 5.750 5.748 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723
Heat 4.530 3.916 4.141 4.150 3.910 4.557 4.132 3.298 5.829 3.671 4.231 3.732

GR HU IE IT LV LT LU MK NL NO1 NO2 NO3

El. specific 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723
Heat 3.334 3.910 3.632 3.421 5.107 5.085 4.222 4.183 3.837 4.774 4.408 4.667

NO4 NO5 PL PT RO RS SK SI ES SV CH

El. specific 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723 5.723
Heat 5.270 4.056 3.837 3.250 4.371 4.120 4.631 4.233 3.298 4.906 4.450

Table 8
Technology options in EMPIRE from 2040–2060 with their respective investment cost (IC) in EUR/kW and operational costs (OC) in EUR/MWh.

Technology 2040–2045 2045–2050 2050–2055 2055–2060

IC OC IC OC IC OC IC OC

Bio (CHP) 1,197.2 52.9 921.6 57.7 685.6 63.3 384.4 63.3
Bio (electricity only) 1,747.6 112.0 1,455.6 122.8 1,076.4 134.7 603.5 134.7
Bio (existing) - 112.0 - 122.8 - 134.7 - 134.7
Bio (HOP) 1,132.9 46.8 868.1 51.1 645.8 55.9 362.1 55.9
Coal (electricity) 1,497.0 272.7 1,246.9 189.7 927.6 247.5 520.1 309.8
Coal (electricity, existing) - 272.7 - 189.7 - 247.5 - 309.8
Coal (10% co-firing bio) 1,586.0 232.3 1,321.0 163.1 982.7 209.1 551.0 256.7
Electric heat (ASHP) 968.9 - 896.7 - 667.1 - 374.0 -
Electric heat (direct) 857.0 - 639.0 - 475.3 - 266.5 -
Electric heat (GSHP) 3,334.2 - 2,525.2 - 1,878.6 - 1,053.3 -
Gas (closed cycle) 731.3 165.4 609.1 131.7 443.1 156.3 248.4 182.3
Gas (electricity, existing) - 189.1 - 147.9 - 172.8 - 198.6
Gas (electricity, open cycle) 579.4 236.9 482.6 187.1 359.0 221.3 201.3 256.3
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Table 8 (continued)

Technology 2040–2045 2045–2050 2050–2055 2055–2060

IC OC IC OC IC OC IC OC

Gas (heat, building boiler) 560.4 98.2 422.1 77.1 314.0 91.8 176.1 107.2
Gas (heat, district heat) 69.1 97.2 55.4 77.3 41.2 91.9 23.1 107.2
Geo (electricity) 4,243.1 0.3 3,534.0 0.3 2,406.6 0.3 1,349.3 0.3
Geo (heat, district heat) 1,805.5 8.4 1,481.9 8.4 1,102.5 8.4 618.1 8.4
Hydro (regulated) 2,308.7 0.3 1,922.9 0.3 1,430.5 0.3 802.1 0.3
Hydro (run-of-river) 1,711.5 - 1,425.5 - 1,038.5 - 582.3 -
Lignite (electricity) 1,732.6 302.6 1,443.0 202.1 1,073.5 270.1 601.9 344.5
Nuclear 5,363.4 18.2 4,467.1 18.4 3,298.9 18.6 1,849.6 18.6
Oil (electricity, existing) - 383.3 - 311.4 - 366.5 - 422.6
Oil (heat, building boiler) 579.2 153.9 433.1 122.1 322.2 144.0 180.7 166.2
Solar PV 589.8 - 491.2 - 323.3 - 181.3 -
Waste (CHP) 2,122.2 55.0 1,589.0 37.8 1,182.1 49.6 662.8 62.5
Waste (electricity only) 2,552.0 114.4 2,125.5 74.4 1,555.2 101.5 872.0 131.1
Waste (HOP) 2,555.0 47.0 1,957.6 33.4 1,456.3 42.6 816.5 52.7
Wave 1,654.2 0.1 1,377.7 0.1 968.8 0.1 543.2 0.1
Wind (offshore) 2,085.1 0.4 1,736.7 0.4 1,263.1 0.4 708.2 0.4
Wind (onshore) 1,063.2 0.2 885.5 0.2 613.9 0.2 344.2 0.2

Table 9
Fuel costs in EMPIRE in EUR/kWh.

Fuel 2020–2025 2025–2030 2030–2035 2035–2040 2040–2045 2045–2050 2050–2060

Coal 0.0086 0.0103 0.0123 0.0130 0.0136 0.0141 0.0145
Coal (10% bio) 0.0107 0.0125 0.0147 0.0157 0.0166 0.0174 0.0183
Lignite 0.0050 0.0050 0.0054 0.0054 0.0054 0.0054 0.0054
Bio 0.0296 0.0326 0.0358 0.0394 0.0434 0.0477 0.0525
Fossil gas 0.0290 0.0313 0.0341 0.0364 0.0376 0.0384 0.0390
Nuclear 0.0037 0.0038 0.0039 0.0040 0.0041 0.0041 0.0042
Oil 0.0450 0.0511 0.0562 0.0587 0.0623 0.0637 0.0652
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Appendix D. EMPIRE Data

Technology cost data is presented in Tables 7 and 8. Costs for
electricity generation technologies come from PRIMES 201812,
while the data for heating come from the Danish Energy Agency
and Energinet13. Note that investment costs include annualised cap-
ital costs with a discount rate of 5% plus fixed annual operation and
maintenance costs. Fuel cost data is presented in Table 9, and the
data come from the EU reference scenario 2016 for fossil fuels and
derived from the VGB report from Eurelectric14 for biomass and
uranium.
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